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The edge is the most significant information in image processing applications. Moreover, 

and the accurate and continue edge commonly leads to accurate related steps like object 

tracking and region clustering. In fact, it is the first step of image analysis and understanding. 

The accuracy edge detection results have an impact on the comprehension machine system. 

In this paper we present various improved edge detection techniques by our research team, 

of similar color and grey level images, using the information theory approach based on other 

energy information inspired from Shannon entropy and utilizing as well the metaheuristic 

and intelligent method combined with multilevel thresholding approach in various color 

spaces, and like the ant colony optimization with the graph cut approach for indexing images 

before the segmentation step. In addition, particular swarm optimization is done, and finally 

the fuzzy technique is used. The effectiveness and accuracy of these approaches are 

evaluated by many metric measurements and compared with the common operators. The PR 

metric, has a significant mean value (about 20) than PR of Canny operator (about 9). And 

also, we can denote that all improved techniques achieve significant results with ameliorated 

running time. 
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1. INTRODUCTION

In the recent years, edge detection and the ant colony 

algorithm are the methods used in many computer vision 

applications such as segmentation [1], binarization [2], feature 

extraction [3], face recognition [4] and edge detection [5]. 

Intelligent approaches, based on the swarming behavior of 

animal colonies in nature, has been used widely and 

successfully in image processing tools, especially when it 

comes to edge detection, which is the most difficult task 

because of the complexity of images. Traditional methods 

were used for detecting cracks brightened up in bridges by 

Abdel-Qader et al. [6]. Other studies of edge detection 

presented for measuring the crack width and detecting cracks 

on surfaces respectively by Adhikari et al. [7] and Dorafshan 

et al. [8] and Dorafshan et al. [9]. These studies proved that the 

common edge detector operator achieved the most accurate 

crack detection.  

Thresholding is one of the most used methods in computer 

vision applications, but a weak compactness of various 

distribution representing clusters leads to false detection of 

edge pixels. This approach suffers from the spatial correlation 

of images and there are different images having the same 

histograms that give the same threshold value. however, the 

running time and the location of the various clusters which 

delimit the full and continuous edge, present the common and 

crucial problems in this topic. A lot of studies have been done 

that remedy to these gaps, Otsu [10], Kittler and Illingworth 

[11], potential difference [12], max entropy [13, 14], and 

multilevel threshold [15]. Two ways separate the foreground 

from the background. The first one is bi-level thresholds in 

Grayscale Images (GIs) and medical images. The second is 

based on thresholding and clustering an image into various 

classes. There are two categories of thresholding technique: 

parametric and non-parametric [16], (1) determines the 

optimal thresholds by optimizing inter-class and intra-class 

variances [17] and (2) requires assuming, for each segmented 

area, the probability density model and estimating the relevant 

parameters. Recent studies [18] have proved that the Artificial 

Bee colony (ABC) can be a suitable tool to find optimum 

thresholds and edge detection, it's an easy algorithm and has a 

limited parameters and offering very high robustness [19]. 

Moreover, metaheuristic algorithms can be the best choice of 

problem optimization to improve edge detectors. The 

automatic threshold selection was evaluated by Ye et al. [20] 

based on the ABC algorithm. Zhang et al. optimize running 

time using global thresholding based on ABC algorithm [21], 

in addition Ma, et al. operate with the GI to select threshold 

for image segmentation [22].  

In this paper we have proposed many edge detection 

techniques based on intelligent, statistique, and metaheuristic 

tools. Therefore, color is the more significant information that 

ameliorate the compactness of various distribution allowing a 

high quality thresholding. The metaheuristic algorithms are 

used on clusters center optimization to obtain more significant 

color image segmentation. The ABC algorithm is incorporated 

with the Otsu multi-level thresholding approach which 

operates with color image converted in Lab, YCbCr, HSL 

color space. Also ACO algorithm was used with the Graph Cut 

approach that consists of dividing the image into many regions 

and minimizing an energy function F(λ) which leads to assign 

an index to each optimal region. As for the PSO algorithm 
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optimizes the clusters center and provides segmented image in 

the output. And also we have introduced different type of 

signal energy like joint and conditional entropy for edge 

detection. Finally, Fuzzy logic technique have done for the 

same raison and the robustness was tested by salt & pepper 

noise. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes 

edge detection based on the metaheuristic optimization 

algorithm. Section 3 describes edge detection based on the 

fuzzy logic and various Shannon entropies. Section 4 discusses 

the experimental results and shows the robustness of our 

suggested techniques.  

  

 

2. ARTIFICIAL BEE COLONY OPTIMIZATION FOR 

EDGE DETECTION 

 

2.1 ABC 

 

In nature, several species are characterized by social 

behavior. Schools of fish, flocks of birds and flocks of land 

animals are the result of the biological need that drives them 

to live in groups. This behavior is also one of the main 

characteristics of social insects (bees, termites, ants, etc.). 

From these principles, the researchers have been inspired to 

develop methods based on the behavior of these animals, 

which has given birth to metaheuristic methods. This word 

relates to all methods that model the interaction of agents 

(animals) that are able to self-organize. They represent 

combinatorial problem-solving methods that consist in 

repeating certain processes until the optimal solution is 

obtained. 

One of the most organized and rigorous insects in their work 

are the bees. They have a very high capacity to communicate. 

Thanks to their intelligence, a method called the bee method 

has been developed. In this method, artificial bees represent 

agents which, by collaborating with each other, solve complex 

problems of combinatorial optimization. From this 

information we derive the basic idea of this method: to create 

a multi-agent system capable of successfully solving complex 

problems. Our algorithm contains three types of bees: scout 

bees, employed bees, and onlooker bees.  

 

2.2 Threshold selection and image segmentation 

 

Several studies have been done [23-25] and focused on the 

color space [26], where authors proposed methods to convert 

it to numerical values and represented it on a 3D graph, 

according to Bora and Gupta [27]. The ABC algorithm is 

applied our work to segment an image into k regions based on 

Otsu’s technique. Image segmentation consists on: color space 

conversation, generation of artificial agents in the image, 

optimum threshold evaluation, image segmentation, and edge 

detection. The classes designation is focused on Color-

histogram-analysis, classes are constructed by analyzing the 

color histogram H[I] of the image I [28]. To do this, the 

histograms of each color space components are created, which 

evaluates the distribution of color intensities of each pixel 

H[I](p) in the image. 

We attribute for each artificial ant one code (three integers 

from 0 to 255). Hence, the number of optimal thresholds is 

equal to bee’s number. In order to divide the color sets into k 

homogeneous color clusters, we will take advantages of the 

two algorithms ABC and multi-level Otsu to propose a hybrid 

variant for color clustering. As it’s shown in Figure 1, and also 

the selection of the optimal thresholds values for each 

component color space. Finally, the three obtained levels are 

superimposed to have resulting image. 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Segmentation process by optimum thresholding for 

color image 

 

 

3. EDGE DETECTION BASED ON ANT COLONY 

OPTIMIZATION  

 

3.1 ACO  

 

According to Dorigo’s ACO website, "Ant colony 

optimization studies artificial systems that take inspiration 

from the behavior of the real ant colonies and which are used 

to solve discrete optimization problems [29]". Thus, by 

observing ants during the foraging activity, and then 

discovering the strategy of these ants to find the shortest track 

to reach food sources. Then, he imitated and modeled its 

behavior in searching of the best path in a graph. 

The strategy goes like this [30]: When ants are looking for 

food, going from their nest to food sources, they have decided 

where to go and which path to take. At first, they find 

themselves in front of several paths lead to the food source, so 

they explore it all randomly. During their movements, ants are 

capable of producing chemicals, known as pheromones, 

deposited to mark the path on the ground that others can follow. 

The more they use the shorter selected trail, the most optimal 

line will become increasingly attractive and the pheromone 

trail concentration will grow stronger, while decreased by the 

evaporation phenomenon on the other paths. This is because 

of some natural factors (temperature and wind). Accordingly, 

the ants will more likely choose to follow the path with higher 

pheromone levels. 

 

3.2 ACO Algorithm for optimum clusters selection 

 

First of all, we have to say that the ant system algorithm is 

improved to solve the Traveling Salesmen Problem (TSP) [31], 

which is all about finding the least costing path verifying two 

conditions: Starting from one point, the salesmen have to go 

to all other cities just once and come back to the original. Each 

artificial ant has to find the best solution by moving step by 

step on the search space states. Figure 2 describes ACO 

algorithm and summarize the different steps [32]: 

- Step 1: The k ants are randomly distributed on the n 

nodes of the graph.  

- Step 2: Each ant k has its own memory that contains its 

starting node and the initial rate of pheromone τ0. 

- Step 3: Initialize the pheromone paths: τij(0)= τ0. 
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- Step 4: Each kth ant, at the moment t, sitting at the state 

i will choose its next suitable state j from the set of the 

unvisited state Ji
k according to the state transition 

probability function given by Eq. (1): 
 

( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( )

0

k k
ij i

ij t tij kif j Ji
t ij t tij

Otherwise

P l J

 

 

 

 


 

=   





 

(1) 

 

where, τij(t) is the pheromone trail intensity between the two 

states i and j, ηil(t) is the heuristic function (visibility), and α 

and β are two adjustable parameters used to regulate the 

influence of the pheromone and the visibility. For the TSP, the 

visibility is inversely proportional to the Euclidean distance 

between two nodes 
1

𝑑(𝑖,𝑗)
. 

- Step 5: Each kth ant calculates the length of its tour Lk(t). 

- Step 6: Each kth ant calculates the pheromone amount it 

has been deposit on the edge (i, j) at iteration t by Eq. 

(2) [33]: 
 

Q
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(2) 

 

- Step 7: The pheromones are updated in such a way that 

the shortest path gets more pheromone than the longest 

path. The pheromone update formula is giving by Eq. 

(3): 
 

( ) (1 ) ( ) ( )ij ij ijt n t t    + = −  +   (3) 

 

where, 𝜌 ∈ [0,1] is the evaporation factor, and it regulates the 

pheromone reduction. 

- Step 8: Repeat from step 4 until all ants do a step. 

- Step 9: Save the best path that it has been found so far 

(list of nodes visited by an ant). 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Flowchart of ACO algorithm organization 

 

- Step 10: After each ant completes n iterations, the 

complete tour is obtained. Then, a global update rule 

presented by Eq. (4) will be applied: 

 

0( ) (1 ) ( )ij ijt n t    + = −  + 
 (4) 

- Step 11: Re-iterate from step 4 until we reach the 

termination condition (the maximum number of 

iterations). 

Exit: The solution of the algorithm: The best path that it has 

been found.  

 

3.3 Image segmentation by graph cut 

 

Graph cut methods treat the image segmentation as a label 

assignment problem. Image I will be divided into 

homogeneous 𝑁𝑟𝑒𝑔 regions [34, 35] that respect some of the 

image characteristics (intensity, color…). Each region Rl is 

represented by a group of pixels, whose have a similar border 

and one label l. In this case, the segmentation is performed via 

minimizing an energy function [36] expressed by Eq. (5): 

 

( ) ( ) ( )F D R   = +   (5) 

 

where, λ is an indexing function that assigns each pixel of 

image I to a region. Eq. (6) and (7) respectively represent the 

D measure that calculates the disagreement between the 

intensity of pixels in each segment and the segment 

representative intensity, and R measures the difference 

between the intensity of pixels from each other in each 

segment, and γ is a positive constant regularizing coefficient 

that controls the relative importance of first and second terms. 

 
2( ) ( )

l
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l L p R

D I 
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(6) 

 

where, Rl [37] is the average of intensity values of the pixels 

in segment l, and μl is the intensity representative of Rl. 

 

,

( ) ( ( ), ( ))
p q N

R r p q  


= 
 

(7) 

 

where, N a neighborhood group that contains all pairs of 

neighboring pixels, and 𝑟(𝜆(𝑝), 𝜆(𝑞))  is a smoothness 

regularization function given by the truncated squared 

absolute difference. Let 𝐺 = {𝑉, 𝐸}  be a weighted graph, 

where V is a group of vertices and edges link between them, 

and 𝐺′ = {𝑉′, 𝐸′}  be a cut, where 𝐸′ ⊂ 𝐸  is a partition of 

vertices into two subsets (source and the sink) in the induced 

graph with separate terminals [38]. 

 

3.4 Determination of optimum cluster centers using ACO 

 

Now let us incorporate the ACO algorithm with the graph 

cut approach for image segmentation. Firstly, we have to 

define the states of the environment in which the ant colony 

lives. Hence, the discrete space, where the artificial ants move 

and try to find a solution, is defined by the pixels of the image 

with a size of M×N, and the food is the edge pixels.  

 

3.4.1 Initialization process 

Aydin and Uğur [39] created the three histograms of the 

three-dimensional color spaces, and then they gathered the 

center points of bins. x, y and z are the bin center sets:  

 

1 2{ , ,..., }nx x x x= 1 2{ , ,..., }ny y y y= 1 2{ , ,..., }nz z z z=
 

 

 

where, n is the number of bins in histograms xi, and yi and zi 
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are the centers of each bin. The combination of these three bin 

center sets defines the candidate cluster center point set. 

Moreover, the search space is defined by the following 

expression: 𝑆 = {(𝑥1, 𝑦1, 𝑧1), (𝑥1, 𝑦1, 𝑧2), . . . , (𝑥𝑛, 𝑦𝑛, 𝑧𝑛)}. 

 

3.4.2 Heuristic function 

The visibility of pixels at position (i, j) is defined by Eq. (8):  

 

,( ) /i j c i jV I Z =
 (8) 

 

where, 𝑍 = ∑ ∑ 𝑉𝑐(𝐼𝑖, 𝑗)𝑛
𝑗=1

𝑚
𝑖=1  is a normalization factor and 

I(i, j) is the pixel value at position (i, j), and Vc(Ii, j) (Figure 3) 

is the function of a window of pixels with a size of 3×3 which 

can be measured with Eq. (9): 
 

 
 

Figure 3. Computation of variation Vc(Ii, j) at I(i, j) pixel 

position defined in Eq. (9) 
 

, i-1,j-1 i+1,j+1

i-1,j+1 i+1,j-1 ... i-1,j i+1,j

( ) (| I - I | 

+ |I  - I | +  + |I  - I |)

c i jV I f=
 (9) 

 

The f() function is determined by Eq. (10): 

 

𝑓(𝑥) = {
𝑠𝑖𝑛(

𝜋𝑥

2𝜆
)𝜆𝑥𝑖𝑓𝑗 ∈ 𝐽𝑖

𝑘

0                      𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒
 (10) 

 

where, λ adjusts the function shape, as shown in Figure 3. 
 

3.4.3 Ants’ solution construction process 

Unlike the original ACO, this approach has some 

differences: 

- Pheromone update rule: Only the best ant deposits an 

amount of pheromone on the cluster centers according 

to formula 4, instead of just deposing it between states. 

- Memory: Each ant has a different solution length at 

each iteration. 

- Pixel transition rule: The selection of the next suitable 

state will be done according to formula 1. However, 

when it comes to selecting the next cluster centers, we 

will use its pheromone levels and its heuristic value, 

without using any knowledge about previously visited 

states or the current positioned state. 

- Fitness function: The fitness function assures to select 

optimum cluster center sets and to determine a 

minimum number of suitable cluster centers for 

clustering. The fitness is determined by Eq. (11): 

 

1 1 ( ( , ))

( ) ( )

m n
i ji j min dist p C

f
N

M max M ln M

n

= = 
=

 
+

 
(11) 

 

where, N represents the number of bins in a histogram, M 

represents the number of cluster centers in an ant solution, pi 

is a pixel, Cj is the cluster center in the ant solution, and max(M) 

is the maximum number of cluster centers that can be in a 

solution. After determining the cluster centers by the ACO 

method, the labels are fixed. Then we apply the graph cut 

method. 

 

3.4.4 Graph cut method and edge detection 

Our objective here is to find the cut with the smallest cost. 

Based on the pixels’ information of the image, we set the 

weight of the graph. Then we measure the minimum cost cuts 

which are the minimum of the energy function, i.e. the sum of 

the image edge weights. This method can simply identify 

multiple regions simultaneously, unlike other methods where 

we have to segment the image into a foreground and a 

background, repeatable until reaching a stop criterion (no 

further segment). Finally, in each iteration, the graph cut 

method directly improves the boundary of identified segments. 

 

 

4. EDGE DETECTION WITH PARTICLE SWARM 

OPTIMIZATION METHOD 

 

4.1 PSO algorithm description 

 

Since the introduction of (PSO) [40], many modifications to 

the original algorithm have been proposed (Algorithm 1). In 

many cases, the modifications can be seen as a contribution 

that provides an improved performance. Indeed, in the ACO 

algorithm, the n particles constituent the swarm change their 

states according three conditions: (1) keeping its inertia, (2) 

changing the condition according to its best position, and (3) 

changing the condition according to the swarm’s most optimist 

position. In fact, each particle has its current speed and 

position evaluated by Eq. (12) and Eq. (13), the most 

optimized position of each individual and the most optimized 

position in its neighbourship. 

 

1 1 2( ) 3( )t t best current best currentV C C P P C V V+ = + − + −
 (12) 

 

1 1t t tX X V+ += +  (13) 

 

Algorithm 1: 

Algorithm of PSO  

Input: Swarm size. 

For each particle 

- Initialize particle position. 

- Calculate its fitness. 

- Take its best position Pcurrent like an initial position. 

- If f (Pcurrent) < f (Pglobal)  

-Update the best position of the swarm 

- Initialize the particle velocities. 

- Update the global best position Vbest. 

While Itermax not reached do 

For each particule 

- Take randomly C2 and C3 values according to the normal 

distribution in [0, 1]. 

- Update particule velocities according to Eq. 12. 

- Update X (t) position according equation 13.  

- If 𝑓(𝑃𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡) < 𝑓(𝑃𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡) 

- Update the best particle position.  

- If 𝑓(𝑃𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡)  <  𝑓(𝑉𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡) 

- Update the best position of the swarm. 

Output: Vbest: the best position evaluated by the swarm. 
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4.2 PSO algorithm for selection of optimum clusters  

 

Initially, each particle represents a probabilistic center of all 

classes. Therefore, we have total n classes which are the 

number of agents. We centralize a window around pixels pi 

and we calculate their membership degrees to classes.  

 

2
1

1

1

m

ci

k i c

i ll

u

X C

X C

−

=

=
 −
 
 −
 


 

ci ci i cD U X C= −
 

 

 

Then, we evaluate the best local position of particle Plp by 

the Xie Beni technique: We calculate the pixel deviation value 

pi related to center C where the particles converge towards a 

local minimum. As for the best overall position, we don’t take 

the position of swarm particle with the highest fitness value. 

However, we apply a new method which selects all particles 

positions having a value greater than previous global position, 

or they are called candidates. Each of them has a value called 

"beta". This parameter is incremented if the current fitness 

value is higher than its previous one. Finally, the candidate 

with the highest beta value will be the new best overall 

position. 

 

 

5. EDGE DETECTION BY INTELLIGENT TOOL 

 

Our technique is built on these steps: A 3×3 mask is 

designed to extract the values of neighbor pixels in each 

treated image. The inputs of our fuzzy system are based on 

pixel values and the variation between all pixel against the 

center pixel. These values are divided under fuzzy subsets. 

Fuzzy inference rules are defined to decide the partnership of 

this pixel if it is a boundary or not. The defuzzification step is 

made by Mamdani’s system, when the resulting output of the 

fuzzy system is calculated by the centroid method.  

We have used trapezoidal and triangular membership 

function respectively for fuzzy inputs and outputs. Two fuzzy 

linguistic variables for inputs (black and white), as well as two 

fuzzy linguistic variables for outputs (black and edge), are 

utilized. In our edge detection technique, the inference rules 

are used to calculate the value of the center pixel based on 

neighboring pixels. We have used Mamdani fuzzy system 

which contains 13 rules defining S as an edge pixel, like 

depicted in Figure 4; i.e., all represented cases confirm the 

partnership of S to the edge pixels.  

 

 
 

Figure 4. Graphical evaluation of rules 

6. EDGE DETECTION BASED ON SHANNON 

ENTROPY WITH THRESHOLDING 

 

Many studies have been based on the mathematical 

approach for edge detection based on Laplacian and gradient 

operators. The Shannon entropy is the familiarized approach 

used by a lot of researchers in several applications like 

boundary detection [41, 42] image conversion [43] 

manufacturing industry [44] and information theory [45, 46]. 

Mohamed El-Sayed et al. [47] proposed an algorithm where 

two kinds of entropy were incorporated, for edge detection 

using split and merge techniques. 

Besides the analysis of correlation between color levels, the 

entropy energy metrics have been used as filters of several 

kernel functions to detect edges in image sequences. The main 

contribution in this subsection is edge detection in color 

images checking the robustness of suggested techniques is 

done by adding noise (salt-and-pepper) with different degrees. 

In fact, each pixel has three values. For this reason, we operate 

with the joint entropy and the conditional entropy for two color 

levels in order to obtain a new entropic matrix of the processed 

image. The main purpose through this method is to cluster a 

given image into limited regions. The Shannon entropy metric 

is given by Eq. (14). 

 
1

2

0

log
N

i i

i

H p p
−

=

= −
 

(14) 

 

The measurements of the joint and conditional entropies are 

given, respectively, by Eq. (15) and Eq. (16). We evaluate their 

robustness on boundary detection against noise produced by 

many issues related to camera displacement and stochastic 

disturbances. 

 

2

1 1

( , ) ( , ) log ( , )
N M

i j i j

i j

H X Y p X Y p X Y
= =

= −
 

(15) 

 

2

1 1

( , ) ( , ) log ( | )
n m

i j i j

i j

H X Y p X Y p X Y
= =

= −
 

(16) 

 

where, N and M are the size of X, Y, and n, m are the states of 

these vectors at a given time.  

 

 

7. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

 

This section describes, presents, evaluates and discusses the 

results elaborated by the developed technique based on 

Shannon's entropy information (Figure 5 and Figure 6), 

metaheuristic approach (Figure 13, Figure 14 and Figure 15) 

and by the fuzzy logic technique (Figures 10, 11 and 12). 

Furthermore, we have checked and confirmed the robustness 

and effectiveness of our approaches by introducing different 

levels of salt-and pepper noise, as illustrated in Figure 10. Our 

contributions use various color level. The results of the 

conditional entropy (Figures 7 and 9) show the impact and the 

relationship between color levels, and the higher quality 

results compared to the joint entropy (Figure 8). The RGB 

color space are excellent: They are accurate to original images 

and offer a good quality of discrimination. All the image 

details are also directly identifiable. The edge detection results 
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of these images on the Lab color space are acceptable but not 

so accuracy. 

 

 
 

Figure 5. Results by thresholding method based on Shannon 

entropy 

 

 
 

Figure 6. Edge detection results based on Shannon entropy 

 

  
(a) Green | Red                     (b) Saturation | Cb 

 

   
(c) Bleu | Value                     (d) L | Saturation 

 

Figure 7. Edge detection results based on conditional entropy 

 

The following parameters are used in all experiments: 

number of bees = 5, number of iterations =50, limit=100. 

Figure 13, shows that image represented in YCbCr color space 

have crucial edge detection than other systems. The edge 

detection in the HSL color space does not give promising 

results: many details are missed in treated images or 

indiscernible, and have a blurred quality. Tables 1, 2 and 3 

present the performance metrics of our approach and other 

algorithms. Our processing method has operated with these 

parameters: number of ants = 5, number of iterations = 20, α=1, 

β=0.1, ρ=0.1, number of bins = 15 and max(k)=15. Compared 

to the Canny method and the ACO technique with gray level, 

the obtained results are better and have a relevant quality. The 

PSNR and PR values of our new approach prove this 

amelioration. After analyzing all the results. we can say that 

an edge detection image (Figure 10) is improved by our new 

approach and is better than results using gray-scale images. It 

gives also good results compared to Canny method, even with 

various levels of noise and while having reduced running time. 

 

  
(a) Value and Z                          (b) Red and X 

 

Figure 8. Edge detection results based on joint entropy. 

 

  
(a) Green | Value                                 (b) Z | Value 

  
(c) Z | Saturation                                    (d) X | Red 

 

Figure 9. Edge detection results based on conditional entropy 

 

 

 
 

Figure 10. Results of fuzzy method based on pixel value 

with Salt & pepper noise 

 

 
 

Figure 11. Results of fuzzy method based on pixel difference 
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Figure 12. Edge detection based on pixel difference with Salt 

& pepper noise 

 

 
(Image 1) 

 
(Image 2) 

 
(Image 3) 

 

Figure 13. Results by ABC algorithm 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 14. Results by PSO algorithm 

 

 

 
 

 
 

Figure 15. Results by ACO algorithm 
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Table 1. Segmentation quality evaluation of first image in 

various color space 

 
Image1  PSNR PR KI 

ACO 

RGB 20.102 14.5226 0.031319 

Lab 20.1194 13.9676 0.028918 

YCbCr 20.1657 18.602 0.047572 

HSL 20.2475 20.4513 0.086828 

Graph 20.2318 22.5022 0.059706 

ABC 

RGB 19.8441 13.0173 0.034233 

Lab 20.0092 16.8087 0.052068 

YCbCr 19.9892 20.906 0.057657 

HSL 20.2853 17.0431 0.044631 

Graph 19.882 18.467 0.042706 

PSO 

RGB 20.3155 23.0107 0.078478 

Lab 20.358 18.6794 0.079099 

YCbCr 20.3711 20.0097 0.081023 

HSL 20.2494 25.5014 0.080005 

Graph 20.1967 19.4843 0.045541 

Canny GI 20.9795 8.993 0.0240 

 

Table 2. Segmentation quality evaluation of second image in 

various color space 

 
Image2  PSNR PR KI 

ACO 

RGB 20.1599 40.9892 0.063578 

Lab 19.934 43.6167 0.059654 

YCbCr 19.994 42.7968 0.065652 

HSL 19.9928 43.0419 0.065833 

Graph 20.2247 48.7938 0.076461 

ABC 

RGB 20.2788 48.4536 0.062765 

Lab 20.2858 47.8476 0.071953 

YCbCr 19.867 41.0454 0.055212 

HSL 20.1391 43.8474 0.05215 

Graph 19.9497 48.1767 0.061586 

PSO 

RGB 20.1767 52.4819 0.085995 

Lab 20.18 45.5655 0.08047 

YCbCr 20.2999 49.6305 0.090228 

HSL 20.0291 50.6927 0.068234 

Graph 20.1572 56.4425 0.071322 

Canny GI 17.9737 14.8333 0.0257 

 

Table 3. Segmentation quality evaluation of third image in 

various color space 

 
Image3  PSNR PR KI 

ACO 

RGB 20.1908 31.7029 0.062162 

Lab 20.2435 40.2966 0.072934 

YCbCr 19.9513 27.6958 0.048376 

HSL 20.0136 20.8201 0.041178 

Graph 20.004 29.5165 0.055206 

ABC 

RGB 20.2727 47.6064 0.093476 

Lab 20.2695 31.948 0.094167 

YCbCr 20.1583 35.1403 0.086698 

HSL 20.2436 25.6176 0.056644 

Graph 20.1642 13.0635 0.032624 

PSO 

RGB 20.4076 29.2839 0.084146 

Lab 20.4869 30.6345 0.079741 

YCbCr 20.2847 34.3629 0.097192 

HSL 20.0964 47.6064 0.093476 

Graph 20.2436 25.6176 0.056644 

Canny GI 20.9795 8.993 0.0203 

 

 

8. CONCLUSION 

 

In this paper, we have proposed a very crucial topic of 

computer vision field, it’s the edge detection application based 

on several approaches like the Shannon, joint and conditional 

entropies, on the one hand, and the intelligent and 

metaheuristic technique and the fuzzy logic method, on the 

other hand. Our results confirm that the quantity of 

information energy is an efficient tool for detecting edge. In 

addition, the highlighting of the various color spaces 

contributes to maximize the cost function criterion, indeed the 

most relevant color levels play a crucial role in boundary 

detection methods especially in the joint and conditional 

entropies case. Accordingly, our study has investigated the 

relationship between the different color levels according to the 

entropy in order to find the best edge detection results. The 

effectiveness and robustness of our suggested techniques has 

been confirmed by blurring image by several degree of salt-

and-pepper noise. After that, our algorithm has been tested on 

several images of Berkeley and other databases. In our 

proposed tools, we have been increasing the segmentation 

quality of considered image sequences, and also improving the 

edge detection results as shown in tables above, the PR metric 

measurements compared with proposed literature algorithms 

proved that our techniques are very effectiveness and very 

robustness against the noise than Canny technique. In addition, 

we have remedied the problems of edge discontinuities, 

increasing the compactness of various distributions 

corresponding to the different objects in order to have an 

optimal thresholding step. The experimental results have 

shown that our algorithm is highly efficient in terms of running 

Time and edge detection quality. By using different color 

spaces in the search area, our algorithm can be successfully 

applied to multi-level image thresholding rather than boundary 

detection. In addition, we have proved the impact of 

incorporating the ACO algorithm and the graph cut approach 

in the robustness of evaluated results. Many edge detection 

techniques are conceivable in future research works, like 

segmentation by classification based on Convolutional Neural 

Network (CNN), Fuzzy-Neural Network method and also as 

an extension of proposed metaheuristic techniques, difference 

evolution can be used. 
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